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On Monday, a dozen civic and student groups held a press conference  to profess the
“declaration of the new Constitution movement,” with some  student representatives urging
Taiwanese to seize the opportunity that  arose in the wake of the Sunflower movement to bring
about a rebirth of  the nation’s democracy and create a constitution capable of implementing 
generational justice.    

  

The day after the declaration, Premier  Jiang Yi-huah (江宜樺) attended a business breakfast
where he accused those  who took part in the student-led movement against the government’s 
handling of the cross-strait service pact of being uncompetitive and of  blaming others for their
failures. He then announced plans to create  opportunities for young people who do not spend
their time complaining  about the government.

  

Meanwhile, President Ma Ying-jeou (馬英九)  blamed the student movement for having to call an
extraordinary  legislative session. This made it evident that he has not reflected at  all on why
the Legislative Yuan — in which his Chinese Nationalist Party  (KMT) holds a majority — is
always calling extraordinary sessions to  deal hastily with major issues, and how unprofessional
and incompetent  it is for a legislative body to do this habitually.

  

The kinds of  “victor’s declarations” made by Ma and Jiang are just an attempt to make  excuses
for their own failures in governance.

  

If the demands  raised by the nation’s younger generation are compared with the kind of 
language used by those in power, which side is in greater need of help?

  

At  the breakfast conference, Jiang said he had met with many “young people  from outside the
student protest movement,” but what he either did not  acknowledge or realize is that many of
the young entrepreneurs he spoke  with either supported or took part in the movement that
occupied the  Legislative Yuan in Taipei.

  

If the spirit of adventure and hard work exhibited by these student  entrepreneur representatives
who won his praise is what Jiang sees as  the hope for Taiwan’s future, he should be aware that
these are the same  people who stood alongside the protesting students throughout the 
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occupation, who shared their purpose of not wanting the country to  continue sinking, who
cheered each other on and gave each other  practical support.

  

Some of these same protesters are interested in  taking part in the government’s planned
national affairs conference on  economics and business, where they would sit down with some
of the  targets of the Sunflower movement to talk about Taiwan’s future.

  

These  young people who are not content with the nation’s current condition  and who dare to
face challenges may be seen as essential partners in  dialogue, and as people upon whom one
can pin hopes for Taiwan  overcoming its problems. If so, what was Jiang aiming to achieve by 
attempting to sow divisions among the younger generation, while speaking  at a forum where
politicians and businesspeople were cozying up  together?

  

Apart from intensifying social conflict, what could such divisive maneuvering possibly achieve?

  

Jiang’s  comments distort the meaning of adventurousness and innovation. They  categorize
young people as either “good” or “bad,” and are meant to win  the ears and votes of
conservative forces. Beyond that, they are perhaps  meant to convey the idea that “your”
destiny is in “our” hands and that  “you” have no future prospects unless you obey “us” in all
things  without complaining.

  

The idea espoused by Jiang’s remarks seems to be that “we” are the  rulers and always will be,
no matter how many scandals break out in  which politicians, businesspeople and academics
are found to have been  colluding together and covering up for one another. “You” young
people,  are under “our” control, the message goes, so it would be in “your” best  interests to
obediently follow the lines “we” lay down.

  

In any  normal democracy, Jiang’s promise that he will create opportunities for  young people
who do not gripe about the government would be totally  unacceptable to the public. This
comment is not just antidemocratic and  authoritarian, but also reflects a prejudiced attitude.

  

The  premier is trying to sow differences among young people where none  exist, by
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discriminating between those who do and do not complain about  the government, and giving or
withholding opportunities accordingly.

  

This  idea runs completely contrary to the principles of equal protection and  equal treatment
upon which any constitutional democracy is founded.

  

Young  people naturally have the right to ask the government what right it has  to define their
image and treat individual youths better or worse  accordingly. They also have the right to reject
discriminatory  treatment, because, as members of Taiwan’s constitutional community, no  one
is under any obligation to accept a style of government that  illegitimately demands total
obedience.

  

The way in which  governments treat young people tends to determine the dreams of that 
generation, as well as the manner in which that nation’s youth seek to  achieve those dreams.

  

Sowing divisions on the basis of party allegiance and social class,  while resorting to scare
tactics in a bid to make people subservient  will not lead to happy outcomes for young people,
or for the government.

  

Young  people in today’s society are full of discontent, but all they really  want the government
to do is to explain itself without trying to dupe  anyone and to face up to its responsibilities.

  

They want to change  the system of constitutional government in ways that will save the  nation
from continued failure. If those in power cannot grasp such  simple ideas, who is really in need
of help? The government or the  nation’s youth? The answer should be clear to all.

  

Liu Ching-yi is a professor at National Taiwan University’s College of Social Sciences.

  

Translated by Julian Clegg
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  Source: Taipei Times - Editorials 2014/06/16
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